
Bachelor Party
One thing about San Francisco, it serves to remind 

 Red   that straight men are still as obsessed with sex as 
they’ve always been. Not that there is really any doubt. Except 
for last year’s evening with Ishtar, Red hasn’t dabbled in the 
straight world since he left the Navy. But, he’s an astute ob server, 
and he’s noticed that a great many men — ordinary guys who 
like women — are having a hell of a time getting laid. They cer
tainly complain a lot.

Anyone who is still with us knows by now that the Kid con
siders the distance between homo and hetero to be very slight. 
Regardless of gender preference, we are all men and our prob
lems and motivations are remarkably similar. The sexes are dif
ferent — that has pretty much been settled. But, gay men have 
no more in common with woman than any man does, nor much 
in common with lesbians, either, other than very difficult lives. 
The Kid speaks for no one but him self, and his observations are 
made from a man’s point of view. For most of us, women will 
always be the great mystery they deserve to be. 

But, let’s face it. Straight men in the United States are con
trolled by pussy. Getting it or not getting it determines be ha
vior, mood, appetite, ambition, selfworth, even whether you 
get up in the morning. By 1998, the pressures of AIDS, poli
tical correctness, feminism, and the end less GOP effort to cap
italize on Bil l Clinton’s blow job, has forced masculinity into a 
quiet decline. It be comes un fashionable for a while, so it goes 
under ground.
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The Kid thinks that’s one of the main reasons those con
gres sional pissants can’t get the public more interested in im
peaching the President. Eightypercent of the men in the United 
States are probably thinking “right on, Bill.” They just can’t say it 
out loud. There is an unhealthy disconnect be tween our biologi
cal imperatives and what we can say about them openly.

So, it is really good to find lust alive and well in spite of ev
erything. In November of 1998, Red and his posse are invited 
to attend an oldfashioned bachelor party that his close friend 
Jimmy and his uncle Richard are throwing for Jimmy’s broth
er, Steve. Although raised in Manhattan Beach, Steve has been 
working down south. He’s come back to New York City to get 
married, and practically all the guests will be twentysomethings 
with whom he has worked in Texas, Okla homa, and Florida. 
There are to be a few older men there, a couple of uncles, some 
brothers, but most will be young working men from the South.

The event is to be held in a fin de siècle setting, an extra
vagant pent house at the Grand Hyatt New York — twentyfive 
floors above Grand Central Station. The view there is every bit 
as spectacular as that suggests. From inside, the suite seems 
to float on an explosion of light. Twentyfive stories is not ex
ceptionally high in Manhattan, so you can’t look down on the 
City — it billows up on every side, like a great presence trying to 
shake itself loose — a science fiction id born to eat human souls. 
It does that to you, New York City. It’s monstrous.

 Three days before the party, Red gets another tattoo, his 
third, an oriental serpent, bright blue coils splashing down his 
right arm from his shoulder to his elbow — a classic dragon with 
venomous lips spitting yellow and orange flames. It’s a pagan 
thing — not at all subtle — an excellent match for the the black 
widow spider he got in San Francisco last year, in memory of 
that beautiful boy who fed his lust when he was thirteen. But, 
I digress.
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Back in 1998, on the way to the Grand Hyatt, the Kid and 
his crew stop somewhere to medicate and our boy tells every one 
what to do. He has become very good at giving orders. He has a 
real talent for it.

“Do not hit on these guys. That’s not what we’re going for.” 
With that cleared up, Red feels terrific. He’s been working 

out, so he’s buffed up, and that new tattoo, oiled every thirty 
minutes since he got it daybeforeyesterday, is throb bing like 
neon on his upper arm. The other one, by the way, the second, 
is a wasp struggling to get out of a spider web. It caps his left 
shoulder. Why insects? Who knows? But, he’s had the dying 
wasp for a while now, and when he first shows it off, two unex
pected things happen. 

First, a totally new group of people begin to ac knowl edge 
him on the streets. With no idea that such a thing might hap
pen, the Kid has inadver tently acquired “street cred.” For the 
first time in his life, ordinary guys smile and nod and wink and 
walk right up and say “Fuckin’ A,” an exhilarating experience for 
a little boy who has always been left out.

Second, he acquires a lot of sleeveless shirts, something that 
anyone who has ever wanted to show off a tat will ap preciate. 
The shirt he’s wearing tonight is barely there.

Add boots, and that’s how the Kid is tricked out as he more 
or less marches the droogs east on FortySecond Street toward 
Lex  ington. They also look pretty dicey; tramp, tramp, tramp  ing 
to this mad event. Civilians part like the Red Sea, so it doesn’t 
take long to get there. They look a lot like the Vil lage People, 
which can’t be helped because they are vil   lage people. There are 
thirteen that night, heading out to Steve’s party, off on another 
questionable escapade.

We arrive at that heavilygilded hotel. It might be called a 
fauxspectacular space; vaguely Rococo, pointless ornamen
tation, exposed struts and many, many mirrors. The images of 
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Red’s crew, bouncing around the lobby — all polished leather, 
tattoos and skin — are more than noticeable against all that gold 
and crystal. Incon spicuous is not going to happen.

Nor does it help that everyone struts and preens and flirts 
with his own reflec tion, but all young men do that, don’t they? 
Anyone who has ever watched a covey of sailors walk past a 
plate glass window has seen it happen, whether they realize it or 
not. So, let’s abandon this extravaganza of nar cissism — and the 
inevitable reactions it gets — and go back to discrete. 

Red has no idea why he has to be discrete. Jimmy, the ac
tual host, has con tracted something communicable, so he can’t 
come. Since he won’t be there to stifle any possible panic, he says 
“be discreet.”

“I’m looking for ‘Jack,’” the Kid whispers quietly to the guy 
at elevator four. There are at least eight elevators. Red wonders if 
he should wink or “nudge, nudge” with his elbow. It’s so sleazy, 
asking for “Jack.” But, it does add a certain trailerpark eroticism 
to the narrative. 

“Jack isn’t here,” says the bellhop in a perfectly normal tone 
of voice. “If you want to go up to the Gibson party, I can take 
you.” I want to say he smirked, but I don’t really think he did. 
The Kid likes to think he did. It would make the whole thing 
so exquisitely conspiratorial — male bonding with Ele  vator Guy 
through the exchange of basic tribal as sump tions — guaranteed 
to be erotic. But, I don’t think he did.

Anyway, without having found “Jack,” they are now ascend
ing, two groups in adjacent elevators, wondering “What will two 
dozen nottoosophisticated young men from somewhere else 
and thirteen unapologetic players from Manhattan do when 
they find themselves to gether in the same small space?” 

Not that Red is worried. It’s going to be a hoot unless some
one gets killed — hence, his order to the droogs — and he’s been 
considering how to deal with this situation since Jimmy or
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ganized the party. He feels great tonight and he wants every
body — certainly including the outoftowners waiting so 
inno cently in the suite above — to have a good time, and that 
will best be achieved by doing something he knows he does very 
well. He will take charge.

Generally speaking, taking charge is not a good way to 
make friends. People hunger for someone to tell them what to 
do, then hate you when you do it. Most submerge it like a little 
ball of loathing in a sea of respect and obedience, except for 
screaming fits that then seem to occur at fairly pre dictable in
tervals. After a while, inevitably, some begin to think they can 
take charge as well as you can. The best cure, of course, is to let 
them do it for a minute or two. That usually shuts them up.

Yes, taking charge is good. One controls events. Admit tedly 
military, the term itself explains exactly what to do, and under
standing that is an unexpected byproduct of the Navy. Dur
ing bootcamp, Red takes a class called Leadership which quickly 
leads him to understand that he’s been led around by the nose 
all his life. Doing it to others is a learned skill, he sees, and after 
that he catches on very quickly. 

One of the interesting aspects of Naval training is that one 
day you’re guiding a model ship around a big wading pool, and 
the next day you’re steaming between Scylla and Cha rybdis on 
the way to Naples. The point being that what one learns is put to 
use very quickly — in real situations — an almost optimal edu
cational sequence. 

Pertinent to Red’s case, the things officer candidates learn in 
Leadership are reinforced almost immediately. In no more time 
than it takes for the president to sign his name, you are commis
sioned. Sailors and Marines jump to attention when you enter a 
room. You are expected to take charge. Over time, this becomes 
automatic, and it happens whenever it’s appro priate. Then, you 
start to believe the whole thing. Once that happens, you’re lost. 
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Please note that Red is perfectly sane. None of this is meant 
to suggest that he’s a sociopath who gets off on domi nation. He 
is naturally dominant because he likes to have his own way, and 
he appreciates that the things he learns in that otherwise for
gotten class stick with him and become useful tools, but he is a 
benevolent dictator. He never does anything without consent. 
He is absolutely honest whenever possible. He speaks with au
thority and people listen. He does it with out thinking, accepts 
it, and has nothing to prove, so he has no interest in pushing 
anyone’s buttons, or making them demonstrate their devotion 
by barking like dogs, unless, of course, they’re seriously looking 
for a new line of work.

Nor does he want to take over anyone’s life. He’s too lazy for 
that. It’s a tremendous amount of work to make someone else’s 
decisions. But, the Kid tries to be a good friend. He supports 
and helps whenever possible, and is absolutely up front when 
someone is in trouble. 

What has he learned from this? When people do what you 
tell them to do, you’d better be damn careful what you tell them. 
A lot of men Red meets over the years are looking for any ex
cuse to abandon their responsibilities, and some are extremely 
selfdestructive. Many are looking to be en abled, and it’s vitally  
important to recognize this when it happens. It’s a short step 
from offering support to enabling an antisocial act.

“Take charge” is hard to get past because it sounds so pre
posterous. It has a grand ring to it, but we’re not invading Eu
rope, are we? Besides, the Kid wants to party, not waste time 
ordering the Chinese food. As far as he can remember, this is 
what he actually does …

… he rings the doorbell of the suite and waits. When  
Uncle Richard, who he knows, opens the door, he inhales and 
enters “on the breath,” something he learned in high school 
drama class. With the posse pouring in behind him, he gathers 
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up Richard — not easy because he weighs about threehundred 
pounds — and more or less “scoots” him into the living room. 
Since all of this makes a lot of noise, they immediately com
mand the attention of every one of those charming farmboys, 
who have not yet had time to consider what they’re supposed 
to think. Red slaps Steve on the back, thereby establishing a 
proprietary interest in the guest of honor — whom he has just 
met — and announces …

“Steve’s brother, Jimmy, can’t be here tonight. He picked up 
a bug. So, he asked me to welcome you all to Our City, and he 
wants you to enjoy the party.” Having now coopted both the 
groom and New York City, he turns to the nearest guest and  
introduces himself. The droogs mingle.

None of these guys has any idea who he is. 
“Is he the host?”
“Who’s the host?” 
“Isn’t the fat guy the host?” 
“I just got here, is there a host?” 
Yes, there is a host. In Jimmy’s name, and lacking any 

com petition because Uncle Richard has been drinking since 
noon — Red takes over as host, which obviates any immediate 
need for further explanation.

After that, he doesn’t have much to do. He shakes hands and 
his buddies mingle and everybody starts making a sin cere effort 
to find common interests. “How about them Jets?” or somesuch 
actually comes out of one of the smartass locals; unex pected, 
but immensely reassuring to all the straight boys. Drinks are 
passed and doobies lit. Other illegal substances in vogue in the 
midnineties are passed around, and somebody begins telling 
dirty jokes. 

Soon, they start ragging Steve — which is, after all, the point 
of this tribal rite — and that leads to armpunching and back
slapping, which enables Richard, who then endears him self by 
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suggesting that they call an escort service and order up a whore. 
Talk about male bonding. There is a gen eral cheer. Richard  
produces a phone number, the call is made, and that’s how easy 
it is to procure a prostitute in midtown Manhattan, or anywhere 
else, for that matter. The Kid orders Chinese.

By this time, most of the guests have begun to relax.There 
are a few religious boys who feel guilty about having a good 
time, and at least two who ask somewhat specific questions 
about Red’s crew and what it might be doing later. In the end, 
however, neither of them give in to what they so obviously want. 
They can’t be seen by their friends to go off with the gay guys. 
God knows what problems that would cause in Tulsa. 

It’s hard to comment on this. Living a lie never works. Red 
certainly knows about that, and his heart goes out to anyone who 
has to do it. We each have to find our own way, and it takes an 
enormous amount of courage to overcome our pro gramming. 
There are countless justifications used to deny the truth, but it 
will come out, and the longer it takes, the more damage it does. 
Many never manage to admit who they are be fore their time 
runs out. Then, of course, its too late.

Right now, however, everyone’s having a good time. They’re 
all getting higher, the jokes are getting dirtier, and most impor
tant from Red’s point of view, nobody’s fighting. So far, Steve is 
the only one who isn’t enthusiastic. He looks worried, actually, 
but then the Peking Duck arrives and it’s ex tra ordinary, which 
should make him feel better, ex cept every body keeps reminding 
him that he’s going to have to “get it up.” He actually chokes on 
the Duck when Uncle Richard tells everyone to cough up some 
dough for the whores. Yes, that’s what he says.

“Okay, you guys, cough up some dough for the whores.” 
Richard’s Coast Guard training is also turning out to be use ful. 
He’s drunk, but doing his duty.

“Whores?” Steve asks. “Whores?”
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“Two.” Richard says. “I got two.”
“Two?” Steve gulps. “What am I going to do with two?  

Jesus, what am I gonna do with one.”
“Well, maybe somebody else wants to get laid.”
“Is everybody gonna watch?” Steve wants to know, but that 

gets lost in the cheering and the ever more lewd remarks being 
thrown at him.

“Maybe somebody else want’s to get laid,” Uncle Richard  
insists, somewhat louder this time.

“Who might that be?” Red laughs as he reaches into his 
pocket for cash. But, that will be covered later because there are 
other things to do. The details are boring and will take about 
twenty minutes, which is exactly how long it will be before the 
ladies arrive. By the time the doorbell rings, the money has been 
collected, the jokes have gotten worse, and lines of cocaine are 
being laid out on the coffee table. After that, it gets a bit sketchy.

The girls are very pretty and really hot; a blonde and a 
brunette, in their midtwenties, accompanied by a tall Italian 
named Nuncio, who, after a few drinks, is very relaxed about 
showing off his gun — a 9mm Beretta M9 — which he carries in 
a holster under his jacket.

To be honest, the Kid doesn’t like calling these two women 
“whores.” It’s pejorative, and doesn’t apply. For one thing, Whore 
#1 turns out to be Truman’s mommy from the Chelsea dog  
run. “My God, you live in Chelsea,” she says to Red as she sheds 
her coat. “I live in Chelsea. You’re Ralph’s daddy, right?” She’s 
practi cally family, damn it. 

For another thing, they’re both so nice. I mean, these are 
sweet, articulate, friendly girls. Had they not come out of the 
bedroom ten minutes later in redlace teddies with tight lit tle 
rosettes expressing their rouged nipples, wearing stilettos and 
actual nylon stockings with actual ribboned garters, their line of 
work wouldn’t have been at all apparent.
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The last thing is, they’re stunning. Even dressed as ero tically 
as they are, there is nothing “whorish” about either of them, 
which makes Red wonder what he was expecting. They are just 
beautiful. He sees more elegance than anything, and humor, 
and enough grit to walk unafraid into a party with may be forty 
men in various states of consciousness, although the Kid is sure 
that Nuncio — with his big Italian gun — goes a long way toward 
helping them maintain their sangfroid. 

They are great sports. So are the straight boys, and Red’s 
posse behaves itself most of the time, although he does hear 
something later about one or two blow jobs in a closet in the 
back bedroom, pretty ironic if you think about it. No one ever 
takes credit, but it doesn’t really matter. The Kid just wanted to 
make sure there wouldn’t be trouble, and there wasn’t. Beyond 
that, a blowjob is a good thing. Two is even better. 

It is a very fine party. The boys are horny as hell, but Red’s 
friend is sup posed to be Steve’s date, so that sort of puts her off 
limits. Steve is not sure he even wants to be there, but he knows 
he doesn’t want to be sitting there in a crowd of dirtyminded 
druggies trying to respond to Truman’s mommy. Tough shit, 
Steve.

As guest of honor, Steve is seated in a big chair at the edge 
of the rug. The hookers are on a blanket on the floor — doing 
whatever hookers do — which is a big hit with the straight boys, 
particularly when they begin licking each other’s tits. Another 
general cheer rises up, and the guy sitting next to the Kid starts 
panting like a dog. There is no open display of sexuality, how
ever, other than the women. They’re trying very hard, bless 
their hearts. If this was one of the crew’s reg ular parties, dicks 
would be flopping around all over the place. As it is, there’s some 
crotchsqueezing, and lots of dirty talk, but not much else.

“God, I’d love to suck her tits,” says the lad to Red’s right as 
he squeezes himself into a frenzy. 
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“Go ahead,” Red says.
“Really?” the guy asks?
“Sure,” Red shrugs. “Why not? That’s why she’s here?” 
“Really?” 
“Yes, really,” Red says. “She isn’t cheap, either. Go on.”
“Really?” 
“Jesus, what is it with you guys?” He’s high and getting  

impatient. “Go on, if you want. Suck her tits.” He might have 
waved his arms around, but I don’t recall if he did.

“Thanks,” says the other guy, and he gets down there and 
does it. It’s amazing what people will do when you speak to 
them in the right tone of voice. This young man res ponds ex
actly like the droogs. Why do so many people need permission 
to do what they want to do? 

Things finally quiet down. The girls are both more than 
pleased to be joined by Red’s nameless buddy, and this en
courages a sandyhaired kid from Florida who drops to the floor 
on the other side. Very soon they’re lapping away like cocker 
spaniels. The crowd is beginning to turn on, and as they get hot
ter they get quieter. Then someone breaks the mood.

“Steve, Steve, Steve, Steve, Steve,” he chants, and the others 
pick it up. 

“Steve, Steve, Steve, Steve, Steve,” they shout
Steve wants none of it. “Uh,” he says. He holds up his hand, 

but he’s pissing in the wind. “Uh,” he says again as Hooker #1 
leaves the some what bovine scene on the floor and crawls over 
to him on all fours.

“Steve, Steve, Steve, Steve, Steve,” a little more manic this 
time. “Steve, Steve, Steve, Steve, Steve.” 

But, there is no way Steve is going to get hard, and when 
Red helpfully offers to loan him his cockstrap, he seems oddly 
horrified. Some guys have to be dragged by the short hairs to the 
good stuff. Anyway, that’s when the Kid loses interest. Someone 
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passes him a bullet loaded with crystal meth, and the rest of the 
night positively streaks by.

Steve and Hooker #1 never do manage to get it on. They do 
go into the master bedroom, but that’s because Steve wants to 
hide and it’s the nearest place. Some how, they wind up in bed, 
but it’s hopeless. The entire time they’re in there, the straight 
boys peek and giggle. It’s not clear how they do that — the crack 
under the door or a keyhole or something — but they seem to 
want to watch their friend fuck, and that makes it impossible for 
him to do it. 

The gay guys, on the other hand, are getting off on watch ing 
the straight guys. It’s easier and more dignified than sniffi ng the 
rug in front of the bedroom door — sit back, smoke a joint, and 
make lewd jokes about those “straight” boys wanting to watch 
their buddy’s bare butt bounc ing up and down.

Hooker #2 gets more action than her friend. After enter
taining those brave boys who want nothing more than to turn 
her tits into lollipops, she goes into the back bedroom and 
screws Uncle Richard. He is the only one who actually gets laid, 
and he gets the “party” to pay for it. It’s really hard not to call 
him Tricky Dick.

Details aside, everyone — except, maybe, Steve — has a fine 
time once the initial shock passes. There are a number of droogs 
in Red’s troop who almost never interact with straight guys — at 
least, that’s what they say — and they are pleasantly sur prised to 
find them literate, informed, and fonder of show tunes than is 
generally supposed. 

What we all learn is how similar we are. We share the same 
boyish stupidity and illicit joy in talking dirty — an odd sense 
of liberation when pooling money to buy whores — a strangely 
erotic “bad boy” companionship fueled by illegal drugs — and 
the extraordinary freedom of being out of the world and forget
ting the rules. 
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 The Kid doesn’t think there’s any man anywhere who 
doesn’t need this some times. It enlightens us all. Every body’s 
opi nions about everybody change for the better. The straight 
boys go home with their preconceptions questioned, and Red 
and his crew are reminded of something they should never have 
forgotten, that straight guys are men, too. They are our brothers. 
When you get to know them, they’re just like every body else.nn


